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UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES
OF BERGMAN AND DIRICHLET SPACES

STEFAN RICHTER

In this paper we investigate unitary equivalence of invariant sub-
spaces of the Bergman and the Dirichlet space. By definition, this
means unitary equivalence of the multiplication operator Mz restricted
to the invariant subspaces.

We show that no two invariant subspaces of the Bergman space
are unitarily equivalent to one another unless they are equal. Under
some extra assumption on the invariant subspaces we obtain a similar
result for the Dirichlet space.

1. Introduction. Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Hubert
space %?. A closed subspace Jί of %? is called invariant for T, if
TJ£ c Jί. The collection of all invariant subspaces of T is denoted
by Lat(T r ) .

We shall say that two invariant subspaces / , / e Lat(T,^) are
unitarily equivalent if the operators T\Jf and T\JV are unitarily equiv-
alent, i.e. if there is a unitary operator U\Jΐ —• JV such that UT\Jt =

Some of the operators we are interested in arise as operators of
multiplication by z on the spaces Da, a e R. These operators will in
the following be denoted by (Mz, Da). Recall that an analytic function
/ in the unit disc with Taylor series expansion f(z) = Y^L0 f{n)zn is
in Da if and only if

Λ=0

The norm on Da is given by ||/||2 = ΣZo(n + l)αl/(ΌI2. ¥™ <* =
-1,0, or 1 one has the Bergman space L\, the Hardy space H2, or the
Dirichlet space D, respectively.

It follows from Beurling's theorem that all invariant subspaces of
the unilateral shift (a = 0) are unitarily equivalent to one another.
Unitary equivalence of invariant subspaces of H2 of the polydisc was
investigated by Agrawal, Clark, and Douglas, see [1].

We shall consider two cases, where the situation drastically differs
from the H2 case. The first one deals with subnormal multiplication
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operators and applies for example to the spaces Da, a < 0. Theorem
1 will imply that no two different invariant subspaces of the operator
(Mz, Da), a < 0, are unitarily equivalent to one another.

Afterwards we shall discuss unitary equivalence of invariant sub-
spaces of the Dirichlet space D = Dγ. In Theorem 2 we shall show
that, if Jί,yy e Lat(Λfz, D) and if either Jt contains an outer func-
tion or JV C Λf, then Jf and Jf are unitarily equivalent if and only if
Jί' = jr.

In §§2 and 3 N will denote the set of positive integers, *S~ will be
the closure (in the appropriate topology) of the set 5, and for / e ^ ,
[/] denotes the smallest invariant subspace of Mz containing / .

2. Subnormal multiplication operators. Suppose μ is a positive, fi-
nite, compactly supported Borel measure in the complex plane. By
L2(μ) we denote the space of equivalence classes of μ-square-integrable
Borel measurable functions on C. As is usually done, we shall not
bother to distinguish between a function / and the equivalence class
it represents. Furthermore, we shall assume that the functions in L2(μ)
have the support of μ as their domain. Nz is the normal operator on
L2{μ) defined by (N2f){λ) = λf(λ) for all / e L2{μ). P2{μ) denotes
the closure of the polynomials in L2(μ).

For the proof of Theorem 1 we shall need a lemma which is certainly
well known. However, we were unable to find this exact statement
anywhere in the literature.

LEMMA 1. If μ is as above, then

L2{μ) = span{z"Λ: « G N U {0}, h e P2{μ)}\

thus Nz is a minimal normal extension ofNz\P2(μ).

Proof, Let & be the set of finite linear combinations of the form
~znq, where W G N U {0} and q is a polynomial, and let

X = span{z*A: « G N U {0}, h e P2{μ)}

Clearly y c j C L 2 ( / i ) , We shall show that & is dense in L2{μ).
It follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the uniform clo-

sure of Sf equals C(K), the algebra of all continuous functions on K,
the support of//. Using Lusin's theorem we see that the L2(μ) closure
of C{K) equals L2{μ). Hence 2" = X = L2(μ). α

THEOREM 1. Suppose μ is a positive, finite, compactly supported
Borel measure in the complex plane. Furthermore, assume that the
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support of μ equals Ω~ for some open and connected subset Ω ofC
Let %? be an invariant subspace of Nz, which consists only of func-
tions analytic on Ω and set Mz = Nz\βf. Then two invariant subspaces
JiyJf E Lat(Afz,^) are unίtarily equivalent if and only

Proof Suppose Jt9jr e Lat(Afz,^) and U:JT -* JIT is a unitary
operator such that [MZ\JV)U = U{Mz\Jf). Suppose feJf. We have
to show that / E / . This will imply that Jf C Jf. By symmetry we
shall then have proved that Jt — JV.

We may assume that / Φ 0. Set g = Uf. The restriction of U to
[/] is a unitary operator from [/] onto [g] and we have

J\p\2\f\2dμ = J\p\2\g\2dμ

for all polynomials p. Thus we can define a unitary operator

by U'h = h for all h 6 P 2 ( | / | 2 φ ) . It follows from Lemma 1 that
(Nz,L

2(\f\2dμ)) (resp. (JVz,L
2(|#|2</μ))) is the minimal normal ex-

tension of Nz\P2(\f\2dμ) (resp. Nz\P2{\g\2dμ)). Thus t/' extends
to a unitary operator V:L2(\f\2dμ) —> L 2 ( | g | 2 φ ) which satisfies
F | P 2 ( | / | 2 φ ) = C/; and iVzF = VNZ (refer to Proposition ΠI.2.5 of
[3]). It follows that

\h\2\f\2 dμ = J \h\2\g\2 dμ W h e L2(\f\2 dμ).

This implies that \f(λ)\ = \g(λ)\ a.e. [μ] on Ω", the support of//. If
we let Z(g) — {λ e Ω: g{λ) = 0}, then f/g is an analytic map on the
open and connected set Ω\Z(g), which has modulus one a.e. [μ]. Set
Ψ = f/g a n d W = Ω \ Z(g). Then 9? is analytic on ^ and the closure
of ^ equals the support of μ.

We claim that \φ{λ)\ = 1 for all A e ^ . To verify this we note that
if φ is constant, then clearly \φ{λ)\ = 1 for all 2 G ^ . Thus we may
assume that φ is not constant. By the open mapping principle φ{W)
is an open set. This implies that the set

ψ = φ-χ[φ{%) \ T] (where T = {z e C: \z\ = 1»

is open and contained in ^ c support of μ. But <V has measure 0
since \φ\ — 1 a.e. [μ], hence Ψ* = 0 . This establishes the claim.

It follows immediately from the above claim and the open mapping
principle that φ is constant, hence f = φg eJ^. D
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It is easy to see from Theorem IΠ.8.16 of [3] that the operators
(Mz, Da) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for a < 0.

3. The Dirichlet space. Before we state our result about unitarily
equivalent invariant subspaces of the Dirichlet shift we shall prove a
lemma which shows how the unitary equivalence must be given.

LEMMA 2. Suppose / , / € Lat(Λfz, D) are unitarily equivalent
Then the unitary operator U:Jf-+yy that establishes the unitary

equivalence is of the form U = Mφ, where φ is the quotient of two inner
functions.

Proof In [5] it was shown that for every J? e Lat(Λfz, D) and every
λeΌ (the unit disc) one has

dim(^ θ (z - λ)&) = dimker((Mz - λ)\&)* = 1.

The arguments given in the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 6 of [6] thus
imply that U = Mφ for some complex-valued function φ in the unit
disc.

We may assume that Jt φ {0}. So let / e Jί, f Φ 0 and set g = φf.
Mφ is unitary, thus

(1) (z"-ιff)D = (zn-ιg,g)D VflEN and

(2) (znf,zf)D = (zn

On the other hand for n € N and for h{z) = Σh=ohk)zk € D one
has

(3) (znh, zh)D
ί °°

-IΣ*
\k=n
oo

= y (fc -
k=n

oo

(*-ιi)2*,f;.
k=\

v\)h{k-ή)h{

k + 2)h(k-{n

h{k-\)zk

k- 1)

- l))Hk)

Comparison of the terms in (1) and (2) with equation (3) yields

(4) {znχ χ
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Note that D c H2. Thus (4) implies that the boundary value functions
of / and g, f and g, satisfy

r2π rlπ

y / eint|£(el7)|2dt MneZ.
r2π rl
/ e^l/y)l2dt = /

Jo Jo
It follows that | / | = \g\ a.e. on T, hence / and g have the same
outer factor. But g = φf, thus 9? must be the quotient of two inner
functions. D

THEOREM 2. Suppose / , / G Lat(M2, Z>) are unitarily equivalent
(a) //*</# contains an outer function, then J? — JV.
(b) Ifjr c Λf

Proof. Suppose the unitary equivalence is given by Mφ\Jί —> Jf,
where φ is the quotient of two inner functions. Note that for all
feD

\\f\\2D = \\f\\h + \\f\\i
where ||/;||2 is the L2

a norm of the derivative of / .
We have \\φf\\D = \\f\\D and \\φf\\H2 = \\f\\H2 for all / € JT. Thus

11(̂ 112 = 11/112 for an/eur .
(a) If ^ contains an outer function / , then φf eD implies that φ

is an inner function. If φ is not a constant, then it follows from Car-
leson's representation for the Dirichlet integral, [2], that ||(^/)'||2 >
| |/ ' | | 2 . Hence φ is a constant and ^# = JV.

(b) If JV c f̂, then M^ multiplies ^# into itself. By Lemma 11 of
[4] φ must be bounded on D \ Z(Jt)9 where Z(^#) is the intersection
of the sets Z(f), fEJf. Being the quotient of two inner functions, φ
must in fact be an inner function. The same reasoning as in part (a)
of this proof now yields that Jt = JV. D

The author feels almost certain that the conclusion of Theorem 2 is
valid for all unitarily equivalent subspaces J£,Jf e Lzt(Mz, D).
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